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Transient redshifted events monitored in the spectrum of β Pic-
toris have been interpreted for many years as resulting from the
evaporation of numerous comet-like bodies in the vicinity of this
stars. This motivated the investigation of dynamical mechanisms
responsible for the origin of these star-grazing comets. Among vari-
ous ideas, a model involving mean-motion resonances with a jovian-
like planet was proposed a few years ago and applied to the β Pic-
toris case (H. Beust and A. Morbidelli 1996 Icarus 120, 358–370).
According to this model, the 4:1 and possibly the 3:1 mean-motion
resonances are able to generate numerous star-grazers from an ini-
tially dynamically cold disk of planetesimals. In this paper, detailed
numerical simulations of this dynamical process over a large num-
ber of particles are presented, showing in particular that the model
is robust toward the presence of additional planets around the star.
The question of the evaporation rate of the comet-like bodies is also
investigated, showing that, in order to explain the observed spectral
events, the comet-like bodies should be larger than 10–20 km, rather
than 1 km as previously conjectured. This in turn makes it possi-
ble to estimate the typical density of the planetesimal disk required
to explain the observed spectral phenomena, i.e., ∼108 bodies per
astronomic unit in the resonance at 4 AU from the star.

Apart from the main redshifted spectral events, a few blueshifted
events were observed over the past few years. These spectral events
are clearly distinct from the main redshifted ones and cannot be con-
sidered as outliers, although they are far less numerous. In the sim-
ple framework of the mean-motion resonance model, these events,
which should correspond to bodies moving on differently oriented
orbits, should not be expected. We show that assuming the presence
of a terrestrial-like planet, well inside the orbit of the jovian planet,
may generate these additional events. Close encounters with a ter-
restrial planet may extract some particles from the resonance, and
bring some of them to star-grazing orbits, but with a different orbital
orientation, so that they generate blueshifted events.

The question of the refilling of the resonance is investigated. Two
basic models may be invoked: First, collisions among planetesimals
may replenish the resonance. This appears to be possible, but the
mass density of the planetesimal disk in the vicinity of the resonance

needs to be ∼10 M⊕ per astronomic unit or more, which is hardly
realistic. Planetary migration may be a second possible mechanism.
A migrating resonance can capture new bodies as it sweeps the
disk. We show that this model is realistic only if the migration
velocity is high enough, i.e., compatible with models invoking a
tidal interaction with the disk, but the reality of this mechanism in
the β Pictoris disk must be questioned. c© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: extrasolar planets; planetesimals; celestial mechan-
ics; resonances.

1. INTRODUCTION

The dusty and gaseous disk surrounding the southern starβ
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Pictoris (β Pic), discovered 15 years ago (Smith and Ter
1984), is regarded today as the leading candidate for an e
solar young planetary system. Although several planets o
ing other main-sequence stars were discovered in the past
(Mayor and Queloz 1995, Marcy and Butler 1996, Butler a
Marcy 1996, Butleret al. 1997),β Pic is still a unique example
of a young planetary system in its early dynamical evolution
phase (see recent reviews by Artymowicz 1997, Vidal-Mad
et al. 1998).

The age of the star itself is nevertheless still controvers
Paresce (1991) first attributed an age of 2× 108 yr, attributing
its underluminosity to a low metallicity effect. This conclusio
was furthermore questioned by Lanzet al. (1995). Attributing
the underluminosity to extinction, they concluded thatβ Pic was
a truly pre-main-sequence star hardly older than 107 yr. Brunini
and Benvenuto (1996) and Artymowicz (1997) reinvestiga
this question, concluding that on the mere basis of HR diag
comparisons, it was virtually impossible to distinguish betwe
∼107 and∼108 yr, but that the star cannot be much older. R
cently the stellar parameters ofβ Pic have been remeasured b
the Hipparcos satellite (Crifoet al. 1997), leading in particula
to a new estimate of the distance of the star (19.28± 0.2 pc) that
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was about 18% above the previously commonly assumed va
hence the underluminosity of the star appears now consider
weaker than initially assumed, if existing. Consequently, an
younger than 107 yr appears now much less compatible w
the data. Moreover, Vidal-Madjaret al. (1998) claimed recently
that β Pic does not seem to have been in the vicinity of a
star-forming region for at least the last 3× 107 yr. In conclu-
sion, the age of the star very probably lies between 3× 107 and
1.5× 108 yr.
β Pictoris definitely appears today as a young main-seque

star close to its ZAMS stage. Its disk cannot thus be a protop
etary disk characteristic for young stars. This strongly supp
models like those of Lecavelieret al. (1996) or Artymowicz
(1997), describing the disk as a “second generation” struc
replenished from inside by larger bodies. The question of
presence of large bodies within the disk appears therefor
crucial interest. In fact, theoretical studies (see, e.g., Lissa
1993) show that planetary systems are expected to form w
a timescale consistent with the age of the star. Although no d
evidence of planets was detected aroundβ Pic as of yet, there
are strong indications in favor of the presence of at least
giant (jovian-like) planet orbiting the star: a planet on a sligh
eccentric orbit (Lazzaroet al. 1994, Roqueset al. 1994) could
generate at least part of the asymmetries observed betwee
two extensions of the dusty disk (Kalas and Jewitt 1995). Si
larly, a planet with a slightly inclined orbit could be responsib
for the observed inner warp of the disk (Mouilletet al. 1997).
Photometric variations have also been claimed as being pos
due to the transit of a jovian planet in front of the stellar d
(Lecavelieret al. 1995, 1997a), but Lamerset al. (1997) showed
that this could alternatively be caused by the transit of a de
dusty cometary cloud.

Surprisingly, the study of the gaseous counterpart of the
disk also provides clues for the presence of planets. Than
a favorable edge-on orientation, the gaseous disk was dete
spectroscopically (Kondo and Bruhweiler 1985, Vidal-Mad
et al. 1986), and it has been the subject of intense investigat
since that time. The survey of various spectral lines (CaII, Mg II,
FeII, etc.) revealed that, apart from a deep central stable com
nent, transient absorption features, usually redshifted, freque
appear or disappear. These additional features evolve within
day or even less (Boggesset al. 1991, Vidal-Madjaret al. 1994,
Lagrangeet al. 1996, and references therein).

These repeated spectral events have been successfully
preted as the signature of the evaporation of kilometer-s
bodies in the vicinity of the star, on star-grazing orbits. T
model has been termed the Falling Evaporating Body (FE
scenario. This scenario has been extensively studied in re
years. Dynamical simulations reproduce the observed even
many of their characteristic details (Beustet al. 1990, 1996,
1998).

This kind of spectral activity is no longer limited to theβ Pic

case. Several A-type and Herbig stars exhibit spectral chan
or events that are more or less comparable to those observe
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β Pic (Grinin et al. 1994, Gradyet al. 1996, Lecavelieret al.
1997b, Chenget al. 1997). In some cases, a FEB-like scena
has been invoked for the concerned stars (Grininet al. 1996,
Gradyet al. 1997).

A key issue concerning the FEB scenario is the identifica
of a triggering dynamical mechanism capable of putting num
ous bodies on star-grazing orbits, out of a Keplerian rota
disk on quasi-circular orbits. Various mechanisms were p
posed, all of them involving the gravitational perturbations b
least one planet. These were discussed in Beust and Morb
(1996), and the basic conclusions are the following:

• The so-calledKozai mechanismconcerns orbits initially
highly inclined with respect to the orbital plane of a giant plan
Under secular perturbations, these orbits evolve toward
inclined, but star-grazing orbits (Baileyet al. 1992). This is the
main source of Sun-grazing comets in the Solar System. Un
tunately, this model has a rotational invariance that predict
axisymmetrical infall of the FEBs, which is not compatible w
the statistics on the available data.
• Secular resonances(which require the existence of at lea

two planets) were invoked by Levisonet al. (1995) as a possibl
source for theβ Pic FEBs. Indeed, in the Solar System, theν6

secular resonance in the asteroid belt is an important sour
Sun-grazing asteroids (Farinellaet al. 1994); the FEBs gener
ated by this dynamical source present dynamical character
compatible with the data, in particular a nonaxisymmetric inf
However, invoking the sole action of a secular resonance
source for FEBs turns out to be a probably nongeneric pict
the strength of theν6 resonance is indeed particularly large in t
Solar System, due to the specific position and masses of Ju
and Saturn, and in fact all other secular resonances in the S
System are much weaker. The same appears very unlike
occur in other planetary systems, although the additional ro
secular resonances in FEB dynamics cannot be excluded
below).
• Mean-motion resonancesare also a potential powerfu

source of star-grazers. More specifically, the 4:1 and, to a
extent, the 3:1 mean-motion resonance with a massive p
on a moderately eccentric orbit (e′ ∼> 0.05) are able to generat
numerous FEBs from a rotating disk of planetesimals. The
namical properties of these FEBs match fairly well those
were deduced from the observation of FEBs towardβ Pic. This
phenomenon is highly generic, and it is active as soon as
planet is present on a moderately eccentric orbit.

After several years of observations, we have classified
various kinds of spectral events observed in theβ Pic specturm
into three distinct sets (Beustet al. 1998):

Low velocity features(LVFs) were the first to be identified
being the most frequently observed. They are usually deep
ically 50% of the continuum in various lines), and their redsh
velocity with respect to the central component ranges betw
10–20 and 50 km s−1. They evolve on timescales on the ord
d forof one day, but may be present during several days. This in fact
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helped us to estimate their frequency, on the basis of the
scenario (Beustet al. 1996), leading to a bulk frequency of se
eral hundreds of events per year, with a peak of∼8 per day in
the periods of highest activity such as December 1992 (Lagra
et al. 1996).

High velocity features(HVFs) were not immediately identi
fied. They are more distinct and deeper in the UV lines (AIII ,
Mg II) (Lagrange-Henriet al. 1988, 1989). These peculiar el
ments may reach infall velocities larger than 300 km s−1.

In CaII lines, components of HVF type were identified som
what later (Beustet al. 1991). Their redshift is typically on th
order of 100 km s−1. They are shallower than the HVFs in th
UV lines, as their relative depth rarely overcomes 10%, but t
are broader than LVFs. They vary very rapidly, within a f
hours at most (Lagrangeet al. 1996). Globally they are less fre
quent than LVFs. The frequency ratio with respect to LVFs m
be roughly estimated to 1/20 or 1/10; it must be noted that th
higher the redshift, the less frequently the corresponding c
ponents seem to occur. Indeed, the most extreme events (a
300 km s−1) have been fairly rarely observed (like in Lagrang
Henri et al. 1988), although the corresponding UV lines ha
been reobserved since that time with HST.

Very low velocity features(VLVFs) were the last ones to b
observed (Beustet al. 1998). They were identified in CaII lines,
thanks to ultra-high (106) spectral resolution, because at low
resolution, they appear blended with the central stable com
nent, their velocities ranging from−10 to+10 km s−1 with a
FWHM of 5 km s−1. The VLVFs are as deep, and even deep
as the LVFs and may vary on similar timescales. Note also
they verify the correlation noted in Lagrangeet al. (1996) that
makes the width of the variable lines an increasing function
the redshift velocity. Estimating their frequency is even less e
as they may be detected only with UHRF. However, on the b
of the UHRF data analyzed in Beustet al. (1998), we may claim
that their frequency is probably at least comparable to tha
LVFs if not higher.

In the frame of the FEB scenario, these various kinds
events were successfully interpreted as resulting from di
ent stellar distances of the evaporating bodies when they c
the line of sight (Beustet al. 1998): HVFs are due to bodie
passing at less than 10 stellar radii (hereafterR∗) ('0.08 AU),
LVFs to bodies passing (approximatively) between 10 and 30R∗
('0.24 AU), while VLVFs are due to bodies passing furth
away, up to the evaporation limit for refractory mater
(∼0.4 AU). Recall that we are observing variations in met
lic lines, and that evaporation of dust is required to gene
the observed metallic gas. The various characteristics of
different variable features (velocity, depth, variation timesc
and line width) appear as a natural consequence of the diffe
FEBs distances from the central star. Moreover, it was sh
in Beustet al. (1998) that the velocity ranges of the three typ
of spectral events were even better modeled by taking into

count the dependence of the FEB’s longitude of periastron
the periastron distance, as predicted by the 4:1 mean-motion
ORBIDELLI
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onance model described in Beust and Morbidelli (1996). He
the mean-motion resonance model appears reinforced.

The purpose of this paper is first to simulate (Section 2)
mean-motion resonance model, in a numerical way, and c
pare the results to the observational/modeling statistics o
observed FEBs. We also investigate the crucial question
lated to the lifetime of FEBs toward evaporation, and we
the robustness of the mean-motion resonance model towar
presence of additional planets. We show afterward in Secti
that the marginal family of blueshifted LVF-like spectral eve
recently identified (Crawfordet al. 1998) is not explained b
the model, at least in its simple formulation, but that addin
terrestrial-like planet orbiting the star well inside the orbit of t
main jovian planet may account for them. The terrestrial pla
extracts some particles from the 4:1 resonance, which su
quently evolve to star-grazing orbit, following a secular—b
nonresonant—dynamics. In Section 4, we investigate the q
tion of the refilling mechanism of the resonance, which is ne
sary if one wants the FEB phenomenon to last over the pre
age of the star. We show that basically two mechanisms are
sible: the resonance may be refilled by collisions or thank
the migration of the planet. The relevance of both models
their implications concerning the mass of the planetesimal
are then discussed. Our conclusion is presented in Section

2. TESTING THE MEAN-MOTION RESONANCE MODEL

2.1. A Large-Scale Simulation for the 4:1 Resonance

In Beust and Morbidelli (1996), we analytically showed th
the 3:1 and 4:1 mean-motion resonances with a jovian-like pl
are possible active sources of FEBs, and we successfully che
our model with numerical integrations of the dynamical evo
tion of a few test particles. We concluded that the 4:1 me
motion resonance is expected to be the most powerful sourc
almost every particle trapped into this resonance is able to
namically evolve up to eccentricitye' 1, while in the 3:1 case
only those particles having initiallye∼> 0.2–0.3 may be subjec
to such an evolution.

In Beustet al. (1998), comparing the evolution of a few te
particles to the observational data, we constrained the or
parameters of the jovian-like planet responsible for the p
nomenon. The best fit was achieved witha′ = 10 AU,e′ = 0.07,
and$ ′ =−70◦ with respect to the line of sight. Herea′ is the
semi-major axis of the planet,e′ its orbital eccentricity, and$ ′

its longitude of periastron. This work gave however no inform
tion about the statistical properties of the orbits of FEBs com
from various mean-motion resonances, in terms of both di
bution of events velocities and number of expected events.

Obtaining this kind of statistical information requires us
numerically integrate the evolution of a large number of t
particles. We thus carry out numerical simulations of 10,0

on
res-
test particles, initially taken in/close to the 4:1 mean-motion res-
onance, using the Mixed Variable Symplectic integrator
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developed by Levison and Duncan (1994). The planetary or
data we assume are those listed above. The mass ratio be
the planet and the star is assumed to be 0.001 (leading to a p
∼twice as massive as Jupiter), as in Beust and Morbidelli (19
but, as noted in that paper, this last parameter is not by its
very critical one.

The line of sight is assumed for simplicity to lie in the orbi
plane of the planet. This choice is guided by the edge-on loca
of theβ Pic disk as viewed from the Earth. However, as noted
Kalas and Jewitt (1995), the actual tilt angle falls probably in
range 2◦–5◦.Moreover, there might be an additional inclinatio
angle of the orbit of the planet with respect to the equatorial p
of the disk. That was indeed proposed by Mouilletet al. (1997)
as a possible origin for the observed inner warp of the dust
(Burrowset al. 1995). Hence a residual tilt angle∼<10◦ between
the line of sight and the orbital plane of the suspected jov
planet cannot be excluded. Hence we also performed the s
calculations assuming a nonzero tilt angle. The results ap
to be almost identical to those presented below assuming a
angle; such that we will not present them here.

In the first run, we test the efficiency of the 4:1 resonance.
initial semi-major axes are therefore randomly chosen (with
form probability function, and this applies for all random choic
depicted below) between 3.967 and 3.968 AU, and the initia
centricities similarly between 0 and 0.1, so that most of th
are initially inside the 4:1 resonance. The inclinations are cho
randomly between 0◦ and 5◦. All other orbital angular param
eters are randomly determined, so that all possible initial re
nant configurations are described. Once a given particle rea
a periastron distance closer than the evaporation distance f
fractory material (approximately 0.4 AU; see Beustet al. 1998),
we check whether its orbit actually crosses the line of sight,
if this is the case, the corresponding spectral FEB event is c
puted, in terms of stellar distance and projected velocity o
the line of sight.

Figures 1–4 describe the results of this simulation. In Fig
the location of all particles att = 150,000 yr is shown in
(a, e) space. We see that roughly∼1/5 of the initial particles are
subject to a FEB-like evolution, while the other particles rem
at low eccentricity. This is mainly due to two reasons. First,
all are placed inside the resonance. In order to make this ap
clearly, the V-shaped borders of the resonance region in (a, e)
space (see Beust and Morbidelli 1996) have been superp
to this plot. Hence the nonresonant particles are located b
this region. Second, the efficiency of the FEB-generating me
anismsinsidethe resonance appears to be∼>40% after∼105 yr.
The efficiency cannot reach 100%, contrary to what could be
duced from the phase portraits displayed in Beust and Morbi
(1996). The latter were valid for particles having initially a ne
ligible libration amplitude of their resonant motion. Numeric
integrations show that if the initial libration is large enough,
FEB-like evolution is obtained. The present simulation nev

theless shows that FEB-like behaviors are fairly common am
resonant particles. We recall here that we define a FEB as a
S IN THEβ PICTORIS SYSTEM 173
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FIG. 1. Result of the integration of 10,000 bodies in the 4:1 resonan
The locations of all particles att = 150,000 yr in a (a, e) space is indicated by
dots. The gray rectangle outlined by white lines shows the initial location of
particles. The V-shaped curve denotes the border of the resonant region of th
resonance. Resonant particles are located above this curve. A clear distin
appears between particles which actually did undergo a FEB-like evolution,
those which did not staying at low eccentricity.

that reaches an high enough eccentricity to allow the perias
distance to enter the dust evaporation zone, i.e.,q∼< 0.4 AU; in
the present case, this meanse∼> 0.9. Such a body is then able t
generate spectral events in metallic lines when crossing the
of sight.

As noted in Beust and Morbidelli (1996), the characteris
time for a given particle taken initially ate' 0 inside the reso-
nance for becoming a FEB is∼104 planetary revolutions. It may
be smaller if the initial eccentricity is significant. This is we
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the total number of computed eve
per year (i.e., the FEB arrival frequency averaged over 1 yr
plotted as a function of time. The activity clearly becomes h
after 105 yr. As the orbital period of the assumed planet is∼24 yr,
we see that this is compatible with 104 planetary revolutions or
a bit less.

FIG. 2. Histogram of the bulk frequency of FEB-like spectral events a

ong
body

function of the time elapsed since the beginning of the computation. The activity
becomes high after∼105 yr.
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This of course raises the question of the refilling mechan
of the resonance. If the characteristic time for a resonant
ticle to evolve frome' 0 to e' 1 is typically 105 yr, and if it
is assumed to be destroyed at that stage, then some mech
must replenish the resonant region from the disk; otherwise
resonance should be cleared out rapidly and the phenom
should disappear. This in fact shows up already in Fig. 2, wh
the events frequency drops toward the end of the run, as a c
quence of the absence of any refilling mechanism. In fact, t
are some potential mechanisms that could help refilling the
onance, such as collisions among planetesimals, or plan
migration. These are discussed in Section 4.2.

The timescale for clearing out the resonance may in fact
pend on the initial conditions that we assumed in our run. Tes
different initial eccentricity of inclination distributions, we d
note variations that are in any case less than 50%, so tha
basic conclusion remains. This timescale also appears to de
on the mass of the perturbing planet. In fact, various tests s
that is almost exactly proportional to 1/µ, whereµ is mass ratio
of the two primaries; this may be explained as follows: when
mass of the planet is small compared to that of the star, the to
ogy of the resonant Hamiltonian (i.e., the level curved displa
in Beust and Morbidelli 1996) does not depend very much on
mass of the planet. Besides the perturbing Hamiltonian itse
obviously proportional toµ, and subsequently the same appl
to the temporal derivatives of the orbital elements. Hence
characteristic time for exploring the same dynamical evolu
is just∝1/µ. Now, if we wanted our timescale to be compara
to the age of the star, the planet should be 100 or 1000 times
massive that we assumed. It would thus be a terrestrial pla
but in that case, the width of the resonance would be too sma
allow a significant activity. Collective effects also seem not
compatible with FEBs generated by an Earth-sized planet
below).

Figure 3 shows an interesting fact. It is a detailed enla
ment of Fig. 2 over a few years at a typical date. In Beust
Morbidelli (1996), we claimed that the FEB activity due to t
resonant process is expected to present a periodic modula
due to the fact that the resonant particles tend to pass at
astron at specific dates. This is well reproduced in our sim
tion. As noted in Beust and Morbidelli (1996), this might a
count for the activity changes over a characteristic timesca
∼2 yr that have been observed between successive observa
campaigns. However, the observational data are not nume
enough to say whether these activity changes are really
odic, as predicted. Note that in Fig. 3, the temporal period of
modulation is∼6 yr, i.e., one-fourth of the orbital period of th
planet. From an observational point of view the period of te
poral modulation of the FEB activity cannot be determined
It should not be shorter than 2 yr, since the latter is the mini
timescale on which some activity changes have been dete
On the other hand, it should not be larger than∼15 yr; other-

wise 2 yr would be a too short temporal delay for detecting a
change. The 2- and 15 yr bounds on the period of modulatio
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FIG. 3. Same as described in the legend to Fig. 2, but enlarged over a m
shorter time span. This makes a sinusoidal-like modulation of the FEB act
over a few years appear. Such a modulation was expected as a conseque
the resonant dynamics (see text).

FEB activity correspond to the planet’s semi-major axes eq
respectively to 4.8 an∼20 AU. Moreover, if the planet is too fa
from the star, then the mechanism will be much less efficien
the resonant bodies will have to reach higher eccentricity
ues to enter the observable FEB regime. We therefore con
10 AU to be a realistic value for its semi-major axis to be us
in our simulations.

Finally, Fig. 4 compares the simulation results with the obs
vational data. Here, for each particle that crosses the line of s

FIG. 4. Plot of the redshift velocity of all computed FEB events, as
function of stellar distance when crossing the line of sight. The gray bo
(outlined with white lines) denote the combined observational/model-depen
constraints on the three different kinds of observed features (HVFs, LVFs
VLVFs). Note that the borders of these zones are only approximate and some
arbitrary. They may be considered accurate to∼20–30%. The constraint in
velocity is of course purely observational, but the distinction in stellar dista

ny

n of
between HVFs, LVFs, and VLVFs is deduced from our model (Beustet al. 1996,
1998).
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(i.e., when it generates the spectral event), the observable
shift velocity of the generated variable component is plotted
function of the stellar distance. As shown in the plot, this may
directly compared to the statistical observational/modeling d
concerning the various kinds of variable features observed
data corresponding to HVFs, LVFs, and VLVFs are sketched
the plot as gray boxes outlined with white lines. The fit appe
fairly good. In particular, for a given stellar distance, the velo
ity of the incoming FEBs is constrained within a rather narr
range (this is less true for HVFs), which is in good agreem
with the observational data. This is precisely due to the fact
the longitude of periastron of the particles is constrained a
function of the periastron distance by the resonant dynamic
the longitude of periastron of the incoming FEBs had a rand
distribution (i.e., an axisymetrical infall), the dots would spre
over a much wider area toward both redshifted and blueshi
velocities. In Fig. 4, the value$ ′ =−70◦ was fixed in order to
achieve the best fit of the observational boxes (Beustet al. 1998).

An extra-band of events nevertheless appears in Fig. 4
does not seem to fit into the observational boxes. This band
cerns LVF- or VLVF-like events that would appear at velociti
larger than 100 km s−1. Such events were never observed. In fa
we believe these events to be mainly fictitious. The reason is
they all correspond to long-lived bodies that have already pa
through their minimum periastron distance following the re
nance forced dynamics, i.e., bodies that have already been e
orating for a long time, in any case much longer that for the ot
bodies. Hence, considering the high evaporation rates nee
most of the corresponding bodies should have fully evapora
before reaching the corresponding zone. This in fact will sh
up below (Fig. 8) when we will take into account the gradu
evaporation of the bodies.

We may conclude that the quantitative numerical simulati
confirm the validity of the 4:1 resonance model for the genera
of the observed FEBs aroundβ Pic.

2.2. The 3:1 Resonance

As the 3:1 mean-motion resonance is also a potential,
probably less powerful source of FEBs, we perform similar s
ulations, taking 10,000 particles randomly chosen with se
major axis in the 3:1 resonance range 4.795–4.82 AU (the
resonance is larger than the 4:1; see Beust and Morbidelli 19
The other parameters are the same as before. Figures 5
illustrate the dynamics inside the 3:1 mean-motion resona
They must be compared to Figs. 2 and 4. We see that the 3:1
onance actually generates some events, but is much less effi
than the 4:1 resonance. This is precisely because in the 3:1
the particles with an initial eccentricity∼<0.25 do not normally
evolve toward high eccentricity values. Hence a FEB-like e
lution in the 3:1 resonance, starting with an eccentricity∼<0.1 is
the exception rather than the rule. We note also in Fig. 6 t
contrary to the 4:1 case, the particles do not reach the imme
vicinity of the star (<10R ). In other words HVFs are to be ex
∼ ∗
pected to appear very rarely from the 3:1 resonance. Forcing
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FIG. 5. Same as described in the legend for Fig. 2, but for the 3:1 ca
The events frequency is much less than that in the 4:1 case.

3:1 resonance to generate numerous HVFs would require u
assume the semi-major axis of the planeta′ to be∼<2 AU, which
seems less realistic than 10 AU. The bulk velocity range (fo
given stellar distance) of the FEBs generated by the 3:1 re
nance is identical to that of the 4:1 events, so they could not
distinguished from an observational point of view. For all the
reasons we will consider in the following the 3:1 mean-motio
resonance as a negligible FEB source compared to the 4:1 o

2.3. The Gradual Evaporation of Bodies

The numerical simulations presented above have shown
the resonant bodies may become FEBs within 105 yr, i.e., less
than 104 planetary revolutions. In Beust and Morbidelli (1996
we expressed the concern that this delay might be too long co
pared to the time needed to entirely evaporate a FEB. In fa
the evaporation rates required to produce the observed spe
events are approximately 104 times larger than what is reported
for Solar System comets (∼1029 molec s−1 or∼3× 103 kg s−1;
the
FIG. 6. Same as described in the legend for Fig. 4, but for the 3:1 case.

Only a few events are generated, and HVFs are virtually excluded.
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see Festouet al. 1993), i.e.,∼3× 107 kg s−1 (Beustet al. 1996).
This high rate should in fact not surprise. It was deduced fr
LVF observations, i.e., for bodies typically passing at∼0.15 AU
from the star. Hence the FEBs are very close to the star, whi
itself approximately 10 times brighter than the Sun (Crifoet al.
1997).

The problem is that assuming this evaporation rate, a kilom
sized body should only resist a few periastron passages be
being completely evaporated. Hence the large number of ev
we accounted in the preceding simulations may appear fi
tious, as the corresponding bodies may be fully evaporated
before being able to generate them. This may particularly c
cern HVFs, as they are generated by the bodies having the cl
periastron values, i.e., those which have already undergon
largest number of periastron passages in the evaporation
before reaching the periastron distance under consideratio

We need therefore to investigate the way rocky/icy bod
may evaporate. Let us first try to model them as comets (
assumption is discussed below). The observation of the
phenomenon as spectral variations in metallic lines is rela
to the evaporation of refractory materials (i.e., dust particle
Hence it only occurs close to the star (∼<0.4 AU or 45 R∗; see
Beustet al. 1998). However, the activity of a cometary nucle
is expected to start at much larger distances, releasing vola
and (unevaporated) dust particles. As the dust/gas mass
in comets is usually close to 1 (Greenberg 1998), our main
rameter is the outgassing rate of the comet-like body. In s
comets, the rate depends highly on the distance to the star, d
ping sharply further out than∼4 AU (see, e.g., recent measur
ments on Hale–Bopp by Flammeret al. 1998). Rickman (1992)
introduces a dimensionless empirical functiong(r ) that gives a
convenient fit for the H2O sublimation flux of an icy nucleus a
a function of the heliocentric distancer (in astronomic units),
ignoring seasonal effects:

g(r ) = 0.111262

(
r

2.808

)−2.15
[

1+
(

r

2.808

)5.093
]−4.6142

. (1)

We have of course no coherent model for cometary activity
the vicinity of a star likeβ Pic, but we will use this law as
a first attempt. We apply here a scaling factor in order to
g(0.15 AU)= 3× 107 kg s−1, i.e., the value required to explai
the observed spectral events at a typical stellar distance for L
This leads to an estimate for the mass loss ratedm/dt(r ) as

dm

dt
(r ) =

(
g(r )

g(0.15 AU)

)
× 3× 107 kg s−1. (2)

We are then able to derive the mass loss of the body over a w
orbital period as

1m= P(1− e2)3/2

π

∫ 2π

0

dm

dt
(r (v))

dv

1+ ecosv
, (3)

whereP stands for the orbital period of the body,e for its orbital

eccentricity, andv for the true anomaly along its orbit. We are
m
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FIG. 7. Minimum periastron reached before complete evaporation for b
ies trapped within the 4:1 mean-motion resonance with the assumed jovian
planet, starting withe= 0.05 as a function of the initial radius of the body. Th
dashed line corresponds to the full use of the evaporation rate of Eq. (1), w
the solid line was obtained with the same function, but truncated at 0.4
The gray areas correspond to the various ranges in stellar distances whe
corresponding kinds of observable events are generated. In the white are
particle is too far away from the star to allow the evaporation of refractory m
terial, so that no observable spectral event is to be expected from such a b

now able to compute how long a given body trapped in the
mean-motion resonance may survive before being destroye
outgassing. Hence, for a typical dynamical evolution simula
before, we compute following Eq. (3) the mass loss for ea
orbital period, and check how long a body with a given initi
radius may resist. This in turns gives the minimal periastr
distance that the body may reach. In these computations,
assume the density to be equal to 1 g cm−3.

The results in illustrated in Fig. 7, which plots the minimu
periastron reached in the evolution, as a function of the i
tial radius. The dashed line corresponds to the outgassing
described by Eq.(1). We see that bodies smaller than∼30 km
radius should not even survive long enough to enter the zon
observable spectral events. HVFs should be expected only f
bodies larger than∼50 km.

However, we believe that this extreme picture does proba
not match the reality. We must note first that the model we
discussing is in fact a very crude estimate of the secular acti
of a comet. It is in fact well known for solar comets that whi
outgassing water, a comet releases dust grains, and that som
the grains (namely the larger ones) remain at the surface of
nucleus, leading to the formation of a refractory mantle at the s
face of the comet (see, e.g., Festouet al. 1993), with
the consequence of a sharp drop in the outgassing activity,
subsequently to a longer lifetime. This is indeed the model t
is frequently assumed for evolved cometary nuclei (Sekan
1991, Flammeret al. 1998). This remains however valid as lon
as the refractory mantle does not itself evaporate, i.e., as lon
we are not in the FEB regime.

In order to investigate this scenario, we computed anot

extreme picture, now assuming that the outgassing activity is
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prevented as long as the refractory material constituting the m
tle does not evaporate. In practice, we now assume the sam
gassing rate law as in Eq.(1), but truncated at stellar dista
larger than 0.4 AU. The result is illustrated by the solid cu
of Fig. 7. We see that smaller bodies are now able to ente
observable FEB area before being fully evaporated. Note h
ever that, even in this case, 1-km-sized bodies do not resist
enough to reach small periastron distances (they only gen
VLVFs), and that 10-km-sized bodies hardly achieve this. B
ies larger than∼30 km are not very sensitive to the shieldi
effect of the presence of a crust, so that the solid and the
curves almost coincide for a radius larger than 30 km.

There is also another reason why we think the last tr
cated evaporation model to be more realistic. Our bodies
assumed to originate from the 4:1 mean-motion resonance
the planet, i.e.,∼4 AU fromβ Pic, which is itself an A-type star
Hence, modeling them as comets may appear unrealistic
deed, our FEBs are much more likely asteroid-like bodies ra
than pure comet-like bodies. Note however that we have no
about where these bodies didform, as the resonance must b
continuously replenished with new bodies which may proba
be taken in the vicinity, but that may also have formed in a s
nificantly different area. This means that our FEB progenit
may be made of a mixture of dust and ices, but that they sh
present in any case a refractory surface mantle that preven
ice from free sublimation. Hence we are back to the idea
the activity of these bodies should be very low until they re
the FEB zone. Their lifetime against evaporation should not
function of their past dynamical history before entering the F
regime, but may rather depend on their activity during the F
phase, i.e., the situation depicted by the solid line of Fig. 7.

The reality is then probably closer to that last picture.
though one should not forget that the present descriptio
very crude. For instance, tidal and/or outburst effects, wh
probably disrupt individual bodies into several pieces when
ting sufficiently close to the star, are ignored. Our compu
tion seems however to imply that the FEB phenomenon co
hardly be explained with a population of∼1-km-sized bodies
while a population of bodies mainly larger than 10 km wou
be better suited. In reality there is probably a wide size sp
trum in the FEB population, but small bodies probably do
survive long enough to become observable, while larger o
do. The largest bodies (radius∼> 40 km) among this popula
tion should be expected to resist down to genuine star-gra
orbits, leading to the most extreme HVFs that are someti
observed.

2.4. Revising the Simulation

This size spectrum selection effect was not taken into acc
in the simulation outputs displayed in Figs. 4 and 6, as th
simulation were purely dynamical. We thus expect the eve
to be less numerous than accounted for in those figures, e
cially in the HVF regime, as most bodies should not surv
down to small periastron distance values. We thus introduce

evaportion model illustrated above in the dynamical simulati
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Each of the 10,000 test particles computed is assigned a ra
r , randomly chosen following a classicalr−3.5 differential size
distribution

p(r ) dr = 2.5

(
r

rmin

)−3.5 dr

rmin
(r > rmin). (4)

with a given minimal radiusrmin. Note that following this dis-
tribution, 82% of the bodies verifyrmin< r < 2rmin (the mean
radius is 5/3rmin). Hencermin may be regarded not only as th
minimum radius, but also as the typical radius of the particle

At each timestep, the amount of mass lost by each p
cle is computed, following Eq. (3) and assuming that the o
gassing is truncated at 0.4 AU. Whenever the integrated m
loss reaches the initial mass, the particle is removed from
simulation.

In the case wherermin= 1 km is assumed, almost no FE
event is produced, as most bodies evaporate almost inst
neously. Conversely, assumingrmin= 15 km leads to a result in
terms of number of FEB events generated (Fig. 8) that shoul
considered as realistic. Comparing to Fig. 4, we note that m
fewer events are present, especially in the HVF domain. We
also that the remaining events concentrate in a velocity b
narrower than that in Fig. 4. In Fig. 9, we compare the rela
importance of the different families of variable events, in
der to make direct comparison with the observational statis
given in the Introduction (and in earlier papers such as Be
et al. 1998). LVFs and VLVFs appear indeed to dominate
distribution, while VLVFs concentrate into a very narrow v
locity range. As expected, the ratio between HVFs and LV
is small, and perhaps somewhat too small. This ratio depe
in fact highly on the evaporation model assumed, which is
rather crude. If we do not take into account the evaporation (
if we consider the situation depicted in Fig. 4), it jumps up

FIG. 8. Same as described in the legend to Fig. 4, but now the gra
evaporation of the bodies was taken into account. The minimum radiusrmin was
set to 15 km, and the outgassing profile was truncated for distances large
0.4 AU. The events appear less numerous, particularly for the HVFs, and
on.concentrate into a narrower velocity band.
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FIG. 9. Under the same conditions as described in the legend for Fi
this plot shows histograms of the predicted velocity distributions for the th
major families of variable spectral features. The relative populations and
corresponding velocities must be compared to the basic observational sta
listed in the Introduction.

∼1/4 or more, and all we can say here is that taking eva
ration into account seems to be necessary to better matc
observations.

We also see in Fig. 8 that with respect to Fig. 4, the hi
velocity LVF-like events, i.e., those corresponding to distan
from the star exceeding 10R∗ and velocities larger tha
∼100 km s−1, have almost disappeared. As explained abo
this was expected, as the corresponding bodies have usua
ready fully evaporated before reaching this zone. Even if s
of these events still survive in Fig. 8, we see in Fig. 9 that th
contribution to the statistics of LVFs is negligible. We cann
however ever exclude an event observed as a high-velocity L
like feature, but the fact that none as of yet were detected rem
consistent with the predictions.

The present modeling of the evaporation process is of co
still very crude, and we will reinvestigate it in more details
future work. Nevertheless we belive that taking it into acco
leads to a picture more realistic than that obtained by the
dynamical simulations. Hence, in the following we will alwa
include the evaporation model in the simulations.

2.5. The Planetesimal Population of the Resonance

The present simulations make it possible to estimate the
tal population of bodies within the resonance. Figures 2
3 show that the peak (i.e., the steady-state regime expe
average rate of events is about∼60 events/year per 104 parti-
cles. If we take into account the evaporation, this reduce
∼30 events/year. Now, the statistics of the observations re
that the actual number of observable (not necessarily obser
FEB spectral events onβ Pic is as high as several hundreds p
year, with a peak of∼3000 or more (8 per day) in the perio

of highest activity. We may thus estimate the 4:1 resonanc
be actually∼20–50 times more crowded than in our simul
ORBIDELLI
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tion. The actual population in the resonance may be estim
between∼2× 105 and 5× 105 bodies, or a local linear densit
of planetesimals between∼3× 107 and∼108 bodies per astro-
nomic unit. The latter result depends actually on the mass tha
assume for the planet, as this parameter affects the width o
V-shaped resonant region in (a, e) space (Beust and Morbidel
1996). This dependence is nevertheless not very strong, a
width of the resonance scales as the square root of the m
of the planet. Hence, assuming a 10 times less massive p
than initially assumed (i.e., a planet less massive than Sa
would only require to increase the needed population by a
tor 3. Taking into account the uncertainty on the planetary m
(we only assume it is a jovian-like planet), we may safely
timate the local density as between 2× 107 and 2× 108 bodies
per astronomic unit, values around 108 per astronomic unit be
ing the most probable. This is comparable (once scaled to la
stellar distances) to the 107–108 slowly evaporating bodies (or
biting evaporating bodies; see Lecavelieret al. 1996) estimated
to exist over a∼20 AU-wide region in the outer system b
Lecavelier (1998), to account for the CO replenishing rate
the disk. Note that this only concerns the populationwithin the
resonance.

This estimate was made on the basis of the simulation
played in Fig. 8, where we had assumed initial eccentrici
between 0 and 0.1 for our test particles. The efficiency of
FEB mechanism depends however on the initial eccentricit
the particle. A particle having an initially larger eccentricity w
undergo an eccentricity pumping effect much more easily. T
is why we tested two other situations, one with 0≤ einitial ≤ 0.05
and another with 0≤ einitial ≤ 0.3. In each case, we scale th
initial semi-major axis distribution in order to match the corr
sponding width of the resonance.

In the first case (e≤ 0.05), the results are comparable
those fore≤ 0.1 (plots very similar to Figs. 4 and 8 are o
tained), but the peak events frequency is now only 10 ev
per year. Comparing to the observed FEB frequency, this le
to a population estimate between 1.2× 106 and 3× 106 bod-
ies in the resonance. Taking into account that the width of
resonance is now only∼0.002 AU, the local density estimat
turns out to lie between 4× 108 and 4× 109 per astronomic
unit.

Obviously, assuming a lower initial eccentricity limit wou
lead to an even higher estimate. However, independently f
the fact that this is already a high density, we do not think t
to be realistic. Indeed, in thee≤ 0.05 run, thenonresonantbod-
ies located outside the resonance appear to have reached,
nonresonant perturbations, eccentricities ranging between 0
∼0.1 at the end of the simulations (3× 105 yr). The same ap-
plies also for thee≤ 0.1 case. Hence the “natural” eccentrici
dispersion of the disk in the vicinity of the resonance appear
be roughly 0.1, so that the corresponding run should be con
ered as the most probable, keeping in mind that other sourc
perturbations (additional planets, secular resonances, etc.
e to
a-
all tend to possibly increase this limit. This is the reason why
we have first presented the results fore≤ 0.1.
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FIG. 10. Same as described in the legend to Fig. 8, but now for ini
eccentricities between 0 and 0.3. The fit of the observational boxes is much w
but taking into account the statistical uncertainties, it could still be conside
as acceptable.

Alternatively, we tested also a high eccentricity case, nam
0≤ einitial ≤ 0.3. That choice was guided by the present dyna
cal status of the asteroid belt, and also by the fact that we wa
to test the worst possible case in terms of velocity confinem
for the FEB event velocities. In fact, Fig. 10 shows that even
that case, an acceptable velocity confinement is obtained. T
of Fig. 8 appears however much more satisfactory. Convers
the peak events frequency reaches now 120 events per ye
terms of density estimates, the requirement is now only 2× 106–
2× 107 bodies per astronomic unit.

It is in fact thought that the present eccentricity distributi
within the asteroid belt was not initial, but rather due to the d
namical sculpting by planetary perturbations (resonant or
over the entire age of the Solar System. The eccentricity dis
sion within the initial asteroid belt should then be less. He
assuming a eccentricity dispersion among our test particles
as the one we assumed initially (e≤ 0.1) could indeed appea
more realistic.

2.6. Other Planets. The Robustness of the Model

An important issue concerning the resonant mechanism
posed as a source of FEBs is its robustness. All the calcula
presented above fit into the frame of the restricted 3-body p
lem, i.e., a negligible mass particle perturbed by primaries
biting on a stable orbit. This is strictly valid if only one plan
is present, but in the more realistic situation of a hypothet
complete planetary system, the validity of the above results m
be questioned. In other words, we need to test the robustne
the model toward the presence of other planets in the disk.

Of course, as we do not know anything about the hypothet
planetary system ofβ Pic, we cannot explore all possible pla
etary configurations. In any case, a strong distinction shoul
made betweenouterandinner planets with respect to the mai
one. It is obvious than an inner planet, i.e., orbiting the star

side the location of the jovian resonance, has a potentially m
S IN THEβ PICTORIS SYSTEM 179
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more powerful disturbing effect on the FEB mechanism. Inde
whenever the resonant bodies reach large eccentricity va
they must cross the orbit of the inner planet, with the poss
consequence of close encounters or even collisions. The p
cles which undergo such an encounter are likely to be extra
from the resonance. If the planet is massive enough, the
generation process should not survive the encounters, all p
cles being extracted from the resonance before having rea
eccentricity large enough to be observed as FEBs. In fact
tested this hypothesis numerically (results not shown here),
the conclusion that even a Uranus-sized inner planet is ab
totally prevent the FEB phenomenon. In such a case howeve
inner planet could itself generate FEBs from its own resonan
the first planet acting as a distant perturber. Conversely, if
inner planet is small (say, terrestrial-like) the situation sho
not dramatically change with respect to the one-planet case
this situation is investigated in detail in Section 3.

An outer planet has a potentially much weaker disturb
effect, as it always remains for the FEBs a secondary dis
perturber. Hence the basic mechanism of FEB generation
mean-motion resonances should survive in that case.

If an outer planet is strong enough to significantly affect
FEB generating mechanism, its mass should be of the s
order of magnitude as that of the first planet. If the first plane
comparable to Jupiter, a valuable issue is then to check whe
the suspected mechanism is robust toward the presence
additional Saturn-like planet, located somewhat further aw
from the star than the main jovian one.

We have simulated the FEB generation process adding
additional planet orbiting the star ata′′ = 20 AU. with initial
eccentricitye′′ = 0.02. This planet was assumed to be 30%
massive as the first one, in order to mimic the Jupiter–Sa
configuration. The results are illustrated in Fig. 11, which m

FIG. 11. Same as described in the legend to Fig. 8 (4:1 resonance)
in this case, a Saturn-like planet (30% as massive of the first one), orbitin
star at 20 AU was added. The basic results concerning the FEB phenom
remain, but the velocity confinement of the events is worse. Note that in o

′ ◦ ◦

uch
to get a correct fit for the velocities, we must set$ =−30 instead of−70 as
in Fig. 8.
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be directly compared with Fig. 8. The events appear to be so
what more dispersed on the (stellar distance, redshift veloc
plane than in Fig. 8, so that the present observational data s
to be better fitted by Fig. 8. We stress however that both si
tions can probably not be distinguished from an observatio
point of view, taking into account the limited observational te
poral coverage of the spectrum of the star. Hence the mecha
appears robust toward the presence of other planets orbitiβ
Pic, at least orbiting the star at larger distance than the main

Recall however that we have not investigated the poss
role of secular resonances that are introduced in the plane
system as soon as more than one planet exists. Farinellaet al.
(1994) showed that in the Solar System, theν6 secular resonanc
(involving Saturn) is an active source of Sun-grazing astero
and it was suggested by Levisonet al. (1995) that this could
apply to theβ Pic case as well, without invoking anything els
However, we have already discussed that this is too far f
being generic to be considered as likely.

Much more generic is the case of overlapping mean-mo
and secular resonances. This actually occurs in the Solar
tem’s asteroid belt (Morbidelli and Moons 1993, Moons a
Morbidelli 1995) and makes the mean-motion resonances m
more efficient in pumping the eccentricity of resonant bodie
Sun-grazing values than in the case where only Jupiter exists
cannot exclude that such a situation applies to the case ofβ Pic
as well, but here it is virtually impossible to explore the who
parameter space. We note however that all studies show tha
overlapping of different kinds of resonances tends to streng
the FEB phenomenon rather than prevent it. In presence of
ular resonances, for instance, also the 3:1 resonance and
the 5:2 resonance could become a very active source of F
(Morbidelli and Moons 1995), while we showed above tha
is only marginally active without additional planets. Activatin
additional mean-motion resonances is the major effect tha
additional outer planet can produce on the FEB phenomen

3. INNER TERRESTRIAL-LIKE PLANETS.
BLUESHIFTED EVENTS

We now investigate the effect of inner planets on the F
mechanism. As explained above, the disturbing effect of an in
planet is expected to be much stronger than that of an o
planet, as resonant bodies must cross its orbit before beco
a star-grazer. Moreover, adding a terrestrial-like inner planet
help in understanding the origin of a small family of blueshift
events that has been observed in recent years.

3.1. Blueshifted Events

In a recent paper (Crawfordet al. 1998), we reported the de
tection on June 19 and 20, 1997, of a strong transient spe
event in theβ Pic spectrum, comparable to the regular LVFs,
blueshiftedby more than 10 km s−1 with respect to the main cen

tral component. Revising data we have been gathering for m
years, it turned out that these blueshifted events were not the
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of that kind to be observed. In Beustet al. (1991), the detection o
a∼zero velocity (blended with the central one) component w
reported. In Lagrange-Henriet al. (1992), two weak blueshifted
components were reported, and similar features are also
served in some (unpublished) data taken in 1996, with blues
reaching almost−100 km s−1. Blueshifted components wer
also marginally identified in FeII lines with the IUE satellite by
Bruhweileret al. (1991). Therefore, the 1997 blueshifted eve
should just be considered as the strongest ever observed i
β Pic spectrum. Note that they are not the most blueshifted
observed. The LVF-like blueshifted events appear much less
quently than the redshifted ones. Considering our observati
temporal coverage (which is far from being total), a rough f
quency estimate leads to∼10 blueshifted events per year. Th
must be compared to the several hundreds of redshifted L
that are needed to be compatible with the observations (B
et al. 1996).

Combined with the fact that they are also usually weak
this is the reason why we did not pay much attention to
blueshifted events until now, considering them as outliers fr
the main distribution. Such a conclusion no longer appears
isfactory. It seems that a distinct, much less crowded fam
of FEBs should be considered as responsible for this new
servational fact. This new conclusion is dictated by the res
of the simulations presented above. In Fig. 8, the blueshi
events should appear as dots in the LVF stellar distance reg
but with negative velocities. Now, the lower edge of the d
area in Fig. 8 is very sharp, showing that without any additio
perturbation, no outliers toward blueshifted velocities sho
be expected from such a distribution. Changing the$ ′ =−70◦

value basically shifts vertically (at least in the LVF domain) t
dots area on the plot, but this would shift most of the LVF dis
bution down to blueshifted values, instead of producing outli
This is clearly due to the sharp lower edge of the dots are
Fig. 8.

In the frame of the FEB scenario, a blueshifted event is ea
obtained from a FEB that is oriented somewhat differently.
a typical LVF-generating body, having a periastron distance
∼20R∗, an event in the correct redshifted domain (i.e.,+20 to
+40 km s−1 with respect to the star) is obtained for a longitu
of periastron$ '+20◦ with respect to the line of sight (se
simulations in Beustet al. 1996). The−14 km s−1 component
observed on June 19, 1997 (Crawfordet al. 1998) can be due to
a similar body, but with$ '−10◦, i.e., a 30◦ shift. The output
of a the corresponding simulation is shown in Crawfordet al.
(1998).

3.2. A Terrestrial-Like Planet as a Source
for the Blueshifted Events

As discussed above, the pure mean-motion resonance m
cannot account for the blueshifted events, so that one must
for an additional source, i.e., something to add to the basic mo
any
first
Additional planets are the only source of perturbations we may
add in the disk.
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FALLING EVAPORATING BODI

The features of small bodies dynamics in our Solar Sys
suggest that the existence of a terrestrial planet inside the
resonance location could solve the problem. In fact, the b
idea is the following:

• As the resonant bodies undergo an eccentricity incre
they must cross the orbit of the terrestrial-like planet.
• Because the terrestrial-like planet is not very massive, m

of these crossing bodies should not be drastically affected,
should keep evolving inside the 4:1 resonance, becoming “
ular,” redshifted FEBs at high eccentricity.
• A minority of the bodies are expected to undergo a cl

encounter with the terrestrial-like planet, causing them to
ejected from the 4:1 resonance with the major planet.
• These bodies are thus extracted from the main FEB ge

ating process, but once extracted, they keep evolving unde
perturbations of both planets (essentially the major one), b
anonresonantmanner.
• The nonresonant secular evolution causes the eccent

of these bodies to evolve between an inner and an upper bo
These boundaries are expected to be located at high eccent
since the bodies are already at high eccentricity when they
extracted from the resonance. In some cases, the upper b
of this evolution may be high enough to allow those particle
becomenonresonantobservable FEBs.
• The high-e phase of nonresonant bodies occurs for a

ferent periastron orientation than for the resonant bodies,
explaining why the spectral events associated to nonreso
FEBs are blueshifted. More precisely, we showed in Beust
Morbidelli (1996) that for resonant bodies, the peak eccen
ity in the secular evolution (in a planar problem) occurs
$ −$ ′ = 180◦, i.e., with a periastron pointing toward the o
posite direction of that of the planet. For nonresonant bod
the peak occurs for$ =$ ′. This may be understood as fo
lows: The secular dynamics is described by the equation
motion after averaging over the short periodic terms. Outsi
mean-motion resonance, averaging is done over the mean
gitudesλ andλ′ of the particle and the planet; inside the 4
resonance it must be done over the planet’s mean longitude
along a libration cycle of the resonant angle 4λ′ − λ− 3$ . This
leads to different averaged equations, namely to different sec
evolutions.

We could also think the blueshifted events family to be gen
ated by the 4:1 resonance of another Jupiter-sized planet lo
somewhat further away from the star. However, this could w
only if the particles trapped into such a resonance do not ge
close to the orbit of the first planet; otherwise they would
dergo strong perturbations, or even close encounters that w
eject them from the resonance. This is fact provides severe
straints. The 4:1 resonance is located at a semi-major axis e
to '40% of that of the perturbing planet. During a FEB-li
evolution, the semi-major axis of a given resonant particl

not subject to drastic changes, as it only librates around a m
value. As they reach the FEB-regime (e' 1), their apoastron is
S IN THEβ PICTORIS SYSTEM 181
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approximately twice as large as their initial semi-major ax
i.e., ∼80% of the semi-major axis of the perturbing plan
The condition that the particles have an apoastron inside
orbit to the first planet allows one to conclude that the sec
planet should not be located further away from the star t
by only∼25% of the orbital distance of the first one. Such
planetary configuration (two giant planets rather close to e
other) appears fairly unlikely, as such a system would pr
ably not be dynamically stable, or would have difficulties
form.

The inner terrestrial planet hypothesis seems therefore m
likely for our purpose. In our simulations we thus added to
first jovian planet, witha′ = 10 AU, e′ = 0.07, an Earth-sized
planet orbiting the star ata′′ = 0.8 AU with zero eccentricity.
We also took into account a mutual inclination of 1◦ as a typical
possible value. The only critical point in the choice of the t
restrial planet’s orbital elements is thata′′ must be small enough
so as to extract bodies from the 4:1 resonance only when
are at very large eccentricity. Only in this case, in fact, may
hope that the extracted bodies evolve to star-grazing eccen
ity. Indeed, values ofa′′ larger than∼1 AU turn out not to give
satisfactory results.

Because the bodies undergo close encounters, we have
for the simulation theSWIFT RMVS3 integrator, a modified version
of SWIFT written by H. Levison and M. Duncan that takes clo
encounters into account (Levison and Duncan 1994). We
needed to take a timestep much smaller than that in prev
simulations, in order to correctly compute the motion of t
terrestrial-like planet.

The result is displayed in Fig. 12. We note that the ba
resonant (and redshifted) FEBs are still present, showing tha
Earth-sized planet is not powerful enough to extract most of
bodies from the resonance.

FIG. 12. Same as described in the legend to Fig. 4 (4:1 resonance), b
this case, an Earth-sized planet, orbiting the star at 0.8 AU was added. The

resonant FEB phenomenon remain, but a few blueshifted nonresonant FEBs are
obtained. A better fit is obtained here with$ =−75◦ than with$ =−70◦.
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FIG. 13. Evolutionary track of four characteristic particles inside the 4
resonance with the jovian planet, once perturbed by the terrestrial-like pl
in a ($ −$ ′, e) space.

We also note that a much less crowded family of blueshif
events appears between 0 and−100 km s−1. These correspond
to the nonresonant FEBs discussed above, and well simulat
few blueshifted events observed in theβ Pic spectrum, in terms
of both blueshifted velocity range and frequency.

Finally Fig. 13 illustrates the various dynamical evolutions
four typical particles in the ($ −$ ′,a) plane, i.e., in the same
space as that used in most of the figures of Beust and Morbi
(1996). These tracks must then be compared to the analyti
computed curves displayed in that paper:

Green track.This particle is trapped in the 4:1 resonance
it is not (yet) subject to any eccentricity increase. As mentio
above, this concerns roughly 50% of the particles, which lim
the efficiency of the process.

Red track.This particle evolves inside the resonance from
initially very low eccentricity up toe' 1. It does not have any
close encounter with the terrestrial-like planet, and thus beco
a “regular” FEB, generating redshifted events;

Black track.This particle is suddenly extracted from the res
nance at high eccentricity by a close encounter with
terrestrial-like planet, and thus undergoes a nonresonant dy
ical evolution which causes its eccentricity to fluctuate betw
rather high boundaries, but never in the FEB regime.

Blue track.The same applies to this particle, but its nonre
nant dynamics after an encounter with the terrestrial-like pla
causes its eccentricity to reach high values to enter the F
regime, but with a longitude of periastron different than that
the particle corresponding to the red track. This particle beco

a blueshifted events-generating FEB.
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4. MASS AND TIME-SCALE RELATED QUESTIONS

4.1. General Features

Most of the unsolved questions concerning the FEB scen
and its implications are related to timescales, roughly at ev
level of the model.

Concerning the FEB phenomenon itself, the fact that so
LVFs seem to last several days long is not straightforwardly
plained. At the stellar distances under consideration, the tra
time of a FEB across the line of sight indeed does not exc
6 or 7 h. Consequently, a given component observed two c
secutive nights cannot be attributed to the same body, in
framework of our model. This is why we had suggested on
basis of a statistical study that several consecutive passag
different FEBs might account for these observations. Alter
tively we could observe chains of bodies moving in the sa
orbit and passing sequentially in front of the line of sight, mu
like the recent observations of Comet Shoemaker–Levy 9 in
vicinity of Jupiter. In fact when reaching small periastron valu
the FEBs are probably tidally broken up into several individu
pieces. In Beustet al. (1996), we had shown that a disruptio
near periastron would cause the fragments to be back at pe
tron as a chain of comoving bodies.

This hypothesis was also supported by the fact that desp
duration of several days, the LVFs components exhibit variati
in their shape within a single night or even less (Lagrangeet al.
1996), suggesting the successive passage of individual obj
Nevertheless this does not explain the more or less global
lutionary trend detected over a timescale of order of one mo
(Ferletet al. 1993). Concerning this very point, there is still a
obvious lack of data.

As discussed above, the question of the evaporation rate o
bodies is not definitely solved. A more refined analysis is clea
needed and will be carried out in future work. We may howe
stress that a population consisting of bodies mainly in the rad
range 10–20 km or larger is probably much more suited t
a population made up exclusively of kilometer-sized bodies
such small bodies probably do not resist long enough aga
evaporation.

In Beust and Morbidelli (1996), we also claimed that the tim
needed for a given body to become an observable FEB (∼105 yr
in the present simulations) may appear too short compare
the age of the system. We may however, stress that the situ
depicted in the present simulations is very favorable for F
evolution, as the eccentricity of the jovian planet is fixed at 0.
In Beust and Morbidelli (1996), we showed that assuming
eccentricity that reaches these values only temporarily, tha
to secular evolution, may cause the typical delay to jump fr
104 up to∼105 planetary revolutions, i.e., a typical time of a fe
106 yr. After this time however, the FEB phenomenon should
expected to stop, due to the depletion of the resonance. Now
age of the star, even if controversial, is estimated to be at l
107 yr, and it is more probably closer to 108 yr (Paresce 1991

Lanzet al. 1995, Brunini and Benvenuto 1996, Crifoet al. 1997,
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FALLING EVAPORATING BODIE

Artymowicz 1997). Hence the FEB phenomenon onβ Pic should
have ended a long time ago. The mechanism must obvio
be replenished at its source. Two possible basic scenarios
be invoked: either new bodies continuously enter the resona
due to mutual collisions and/or gravitational scattering or
resonance sweeps the disk, capturing new bodies.

4.2. Analysis of the Two Proposed Scenarios

4.2.1. Collisions and encounters.There are two possible
mechanisms that force changes in the particles’ semi-major a
thus allowing their injection into the resonance: mutual co
sions and gravitational scattering due to close encounters
larger bodies. A quantitative analysis of these mechanisms
quires a detailed knowledge of the disk’s composition (nu
ber of particles, size distribution, orbital distribution, bodie
strength, etc.) and is therefore beyond the scope of the pre
paper. Nevertheless, knowing the number of bodies require
be in the resonance in order to produce the FEB phenome
and the typical timescale for increasing the eccentricity to stel
grazing values, it is possible to infer the density of bodies in
disk and the replenishment rate of the resonance, with the
lowing simple argument.

In a steady-stage regime, we can write the conservation o
number of planetesimals per unit time within the resonance

Nout

tcoll
= Nin

tcoll
+ f

Nin

tFEB
. (5)

In this formula, Nin is the linear particle density (number o
particles per astronomic unit) that is required in the resona
to produce a large enough number of FEBs (see Section 2
Remember that this number takes into account only the b
ies larger than some minimal radiusrmin, because the bodies o
smaller size evaporate too quickly to produce observable F
(see Section 2.4). SimilarlyNout is the linear particle density
outside of the resonance (still considering only bodies lar
thanrmin). If the resonance did not lose bodies by the FEB p
nomenon,Nin and Nout would be equal. Moreovertcoll is the
typical time for a particle to suffer a collision/encounter th
causes a semi-major axis change larger than the width of
resonance;tFEB is the typical time to increase the eccentrici
to ∼1 inside the resonance (i.e.,∼105 yr) and f is the effi-
ciency of the FEB process on resonant particles (roughly
see above). The left-hand side of this equation accounts for
number of particles that are injected by collisions/encount
into the resonance in the unit of time; on the right-hand si
the first term accounts for particles ejected from the resona
by the same mechanisms and the second term for the part
lost by the FEB process. In Eq. (5) we consider the same t
cal timetcoll for particles both inside and outside the resonan
This is motivated by the fact that the amplitude of the radial m
tion of the particles during one orbit (namely 2a〈e〉'0.4 AU)

is far above the width of the resonance (∼0.006 AU ate= 0.1),
so that the resonant particles should mostly encounter non
S IN THEβ PICTORIS SYSTEM 183
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onant particles along their orbit rather than resonant ones
be more accurate, one should take into account that the r
nant particles that have already reached large eccentricity c
a larger portion of the disk, and move at larger relative velocit
with respect to the bodies they collide with. They should the
fore have a shortertcoll. The difference however depends on t
radial extent of the particles’ disk, which is unknown. Mor
over, one should not forget that at large eccentricity the re
nance is much larger (its width increasing ase3, because the
4:1 is a third-order resonance), so that ejection from the re
nance becomes more difficult, which in turn increasestcoll. The
real dependence oftcoll on the eccentricity is therefore compl
cated and cannot be derived by this kind of simple analy
so that for simplicity we assumetcoll to be the same for all
bodies.

Equation (5) has solution

Nout

Nin
= 1+ f

tcoll

tfeb
. (6)

The computation ofNout requires knowingtcoll. This is the
hard part, becausetcoll clearly depends on the dominating inje
tion/ejection mechanism and on the disk’s composition. N
however that in order to guarantee a large number of FE
tcoll must be much larger thantFEB; otherwise most of the reso
nant bodies would be ejected from the resonance before re
ing stellar-grazing values of the eccentricity. Assumingtcoll=
10tFEB (i.e., 106 yr) one gets from (6)Nout= 5Nin, namely 108–
109 bodies per astronomic unit. (larger thanrmin). Such a choice
of tcoll seems to be compatible with the resulting value ofNout;
in fact, 106 yr is the mean collision time estimated through
particle in the box computation for a disk ofN= 2× 108 par-
ticles per astronomic unit ata= 4 AU, with mean eccentricity
〈e〉=0.05, mean inclination〈i 〉=0.025 (in radians) and a radiu
r of 15 km. This is derived simply writing

1

tcoll
= πr 2 N

2πah
v, (7)

whereh is the thickness of the disk, andv the mean relative ve-
locity of the bodies. We expect to haveh' 2a〈i 〉 andv'〈e〉v0,
wherev0=

√
GM∗/a is the circular velocity at distancea. With

these assumptions, and noting that gravitational scatterin
negligible for such velocities and 15-km-radius bodies, we
rive the quoted estimate fortcoll. In conclusion, we consider tha
the replenishment of the resonance by the collisional activity
the disk is a plausible mechanism, provided thatNout/Nin∼ 5.

4.2.2. Planet migration. It has been recently shown tha
during their early history, the planets’ orbits are very likely
migrate. This might be due to the scattering of planetesim
(Fernandez and Ip 1984) or by tidal interaction with the d
(Ward 1997, Trillinget al. 1998). This kind of mechanism is
res-
invoked for accounting for the orbits of the giant extra-solar
planet recently discovered in the immediate vicinity of their
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parent star (Mayor and Queloz 1995, Butleret al. 1997). The
location of mean-motion resonances moves together with
migration of the planet, sweeping the small bodies disk. I
well known that if the planet moves toward the central star,
inner mean-motion resonances (the 4:1, for example) cap
most of the bodies during the sweeping process. It is reason
to expect that such a mechanism might be at work toda
theβ Pic disk, sustaining the FEB phenomenon until the fi
stabilization of the planetary system. Planet migration in thβ
Pic system has been recently invoked also by Lecavelier (1
as a way to force outer bodies trapped in resonances to migr
eccentricity and release an amount of dust sufficient to pres
the dust disk.

Let us now assume a steady-state situation, where the
nance is continuously refilled by migration and cleared ou
the FEB phenomenon. The planet is assumed to migrate
velocityu, so that the 4:1 resonance migrates at velocity 4−2/3u.
As for the collision model (Eq. 5) we write here the conservat
of the number of planetesimals in the resonance per unit tim

4−2/3Noutu = f Nin
W

tFEB
, (8)

whereW is the width of the resonance, which yields

Nout

Nin
= 42/3 f W

utFEB
. (9)

In the model by Fernandez and Ip (1984), the migration is cau
by ejection of planetesimals by a massive planet. The ra
displacement of a protoplanet of massMp caused by the ejectio
of a massme of planetesimals is estimated to

1a

a
= exp

(
−2(
√

2− 1)
me

Mp

)
− 1. (10)

According to Fernandez and Ip (1984), the outer planets Ura
and Neptune migrated by several astronomic units during t
formation. Now, Jupiter is about 20 times more massive. He
displacing a Jupiter-sized (or twice as much) planet locate
10 AU by several astronomic units would require ejecting a m
or planetesimals comparable to the mass of Jupiter. This
appear more difficult. As a matter of fact, the radial displacem
of Jupiter in the early Solar System is estimated to be only 0.2
(Liou and Malhotra 1997).

If we thus assume a migration rate of 0.2 AU in 108 yr, we get
Nout/Nin' 30, which is significantly above what was deduced
the previous section. In fact, the migration rate assumed here
small that a large overdensity outside the resonance is requir
order to bring into the resonance a sufficient number of bod
In other words, the resonance must be strongly depleted
respect to the rest of the disk.

The model based on the tidal interaction with a protopla

tary disk described by Ward (1997) and Trillinget al. (1998)
seems to produce more important migrations, and could app
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better suited to the present case. Ward (1997) distinguished
kinds of migrations (types I and II), and gave the correspond
rates

uI ∼ c1

(
Mp

M∗

)(
σ r 2

M∗

)(
v0

c

)3

v0; (11)

uII ∼ c2α

(
c

v0

)2

v0, (12)

wherec is the gas sound speed, andσ is the surface density o
the disk,c1 andc2 are coefficients of order unity andα is typi-
cally 10−3 or 10−4. If we assume a temperature of 150 K and
typical, linear mass density of 1M⊕ per astronomic unit, both
velocities appear to be 10−6v0 or 10−5v0, and we getNout/Nin

values ranging between 10−3 and 10−2, showing that now there
is a high overdensity in the resonance. The resonance is mo
so fast that the resonance is refilled quicker than it is cleared
We believe nevertheless that the present description is erron
in that case.

First, invoking the tidal interaction with a gas disk suppos
that a massive enough disk exists. In fact there is actually s
gas in theβ Pic system, which is seen as the central stable
cumstellar component permanently seen in the spectral line
β Pic next to the FEB variable ones. In Lagrangeet al. (1998),
it was shown that such a disk could be sustained by the F
activity or a weak stellar wind, provided there is some vola
material somewhere in the disk to stop the gaseous metallic
This amount of gas is nevertheless small and may be unab
generate any tidal interaction. Moreover, its location within
disk is very poorly constrained. Hence the relevance of the W
(1997) and Trillinget al. (1998) model for theβ Pic case remains
questionable.

Second, when the resonance is moving very fast, the efficie
of the resonant trapping drops, so that it is not sure whethe
refilling mechanism is that active. Moreover, the dynamical e
lution of the resonant, particles could be affected by the mo
of the resonance, perhaps cutting off the FEB phenomeno
enhancing it. The integrations we present here would then
apply to this case. Obviously a dedicated study must be ca
out in order to investigate this issue. This will be the subjec
future work.

Note finally that if the motion of mean-motion resonances
severely constrained by the semi-major axis migration of
planet, the eventual secular resonances in the planetary sy
may move much more drastically during the same time. T
total migration of theν16 andν6 resonances in the early Sola
System history is estimated to be∼1 AU (Gomes 1997). Hence
secular resonances, although probably not able to generat
FEB phenomenon themselves, may help (i) activate some o
mean-motion resonances (3:1 or 5:2) and make them sou
of FEBs and (ii) excite the whole disk by a rapid sweepin
ear
throwing fresh bodies into the mean-motion resonances. This
point should be investigated in future work.
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FALLING EVAPORATING BODIE

4.3. Disk Mass Estimates

In Section 2.5 we estimated that inside the resonance,
linear density of bodiesNin should range between 2× 107 and
2× 108 bodies per astronomic unit. In the previous section, d
ferent models for refilling the resonance allowed us to de
estimates for the density outside the resonanceNout. Recall that
these densities are computed for bodies larger than a min
value rmin (∼15 km). It is now of valuable interest to trans
late this into a mass estimate. The linear mass density is g
by

M1 =
∫ rmax

0
Noutp(r )

4

3
πρr 3 dr, (13)

wherep(r ) is the size distribution introduced in (4), that is no
malized for the bodies larger thanrmin (becauseNout stands for
the linear density of bodies larger than this size), andρ the mass
density of the bodies.

In the integral (13), the size distribution has been arbitra
truncated to some maximum sizermax to avoid divergence. In
fact, with ther−3.5 size distribution, all the mass is concentrat
into the largest bodies.

In the asteroid belt ther−3.5 size distribution is no longe
valid for asteroids larger than∼30 km (Durdaet al. 1998). This
size distribution arises from self-similar collision equilibrium
all sizes (Dohnanyi 1969). The largest bodies have signific
gravity so that their collisional regime is affected. In the mo
crowded system ofβ Pic, we expect the collisional regime t
extend somewhat beyond this limit, as the disk is more collisi
ally active. For the same reason, the simulations of Durdaet al.
(1998) assumed that the size distribution within theprimordial
asteroid belt followed ther−3.5 law up to bodies as large as se
eral hundreds of kilometers. Thus, we decide to assume forrmax

the size of the largest solar asteroid, Ceres, i.e.,rmax= 500 km.
The mass estimates we derive below should then be consid
valid for bodies up to Ceres-sized. It is plausible, however,
larger bodies exist in the disk (possibly of size comparable
that of the terrestrial planets), the total mass in theβ Pic system
being higher by an unconstrained factor.

From (13), the linear mass density carried by bodies sma
thanrmax results in

M1 = 20

3
πNoutr

3
minρ

(√
rmax

rmin
− 1

)
. (14)

Note that this estimate has a strong dependence onrmin, whose
value is very model dependent. Small changes of the la
would introduce large changes in the total mass estimate. R
thatrmin was deduced from an estimate of the evaporation
of the FEBs when crossing the line of sight. This estimate

model-dependent (see Beustet al. 1996), and should be consid
ered as accurate within one order of magnitude only. Withrmax=
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500 km,rmin= 15 km, andρ= 1 g cm−3, (14) becomes

Mr≤rmax ' 6.8 M⊕ × Nout

108 AU−1 . (15)

In the collisional refilling model, we estimateNout between 108

and 109 AU−1, which leads to a mass estimate between 6.8
68 M⊕ per astronomic unit.

Assuming now the refilling by planet migration due to pla
etesimal scattering, we deriveNout values between 6× 108 and
6× 109 per astronomic unit orMr≤rmax ranging now between 4
and 450M⊕ per astronomic unit.

Conversely, if we consider now the planet migration velo
ties of Ward (1997),Nout ranges now between 2× 104 and 2×
106 AU−1, and the correspondingMr≤rmax between 1.5× 10−3

and 0.15M⊕ AU−1, which is now more reasonable. Recall ho
ever from the previous section that this model is question
from the point of view of (i) the presence of a massive gase
disk able to generate tidal interaction, (ii) the efficiency of
process of capture into resonance, and (iii) of that of eccentr
pumping within the resonance.

What should these estimates be compared to? Theβ Pic sys-
tem is thought to be much younger than the Solar System
that the comparison should be done with the surface densi
solid material in the primitive Solar System, more specifica
with the primordial asteroid belt. The present mass of the
teroid belt is very low (∼5× 10−4 M⊕ for a width of∼1 AU),
but comparison with the surface density outside the main
leads one to think that most of the primordial mass within
belt was lost. Rescaling the asteroid value to ther−3/2 power
law that seems to apply in the rest of the Solar System yi
a “primordial” mass density of∼40 g cm−2, i.e.,∼9.5 M⊕ per
astronomic unit (Weidenschilling 1977). This mass estimate f
at the low end of the range deduced from the collision mo
We recall however that our mass estimate does not take int
count the contribution of the bodies larger than 500 km, wh
the Weidenschilling (1977) estimate should concern the en
mass. Now, the mass estimate that we obtain from the m
of planet migration due to planetesimal scattering seems t
completely unrealistic.

Conversely, the estimate deduced from the migration mo
by Ward (1997) seems more realistic, but the model itself in
contest of theβ Pic system is questionable.

Another important issue is the amount of mass evaporate
the FEB process over the age of the system. Taking our esti
for Nin (which does not depend on the refilling model that
assume), the total mass within the 4:1 resonance ate≤ 0.1 (width
0.006 AU) falls within the range (still assuming the same s
distribution and truncating atrmax= 500 km)

9.0× 10−3 ∼< M4:1 ∼< 9.0× 10−2 M⊕. (16)

The characteristic time for a given particle to become a F

is ∼105 yr. This should also correspond to the characteristic
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clearing time of the resonance. We should then expect all
mass located within the resonance to be consumed by the
process within that time. We noted however in our integrati
that the efficiency of the FEB mechanism among a given pop
tion located within the resonance is only∼40% (the factorf as-
sumed above). Hence only 40% of the mass quoted above sh
be consumed within 105 yr. The FEB process is also possib
not permanently active. As explained in Beust and Morbid
(1996), it is efficient only if the eccentricity of the perturbin
planete′ is larger than∼0.05. The present simulations have be
performed assuminge′ = 0.07. In Beust and Morbidelli (1996)
we claimed thate′ possibly undergoes secular oscillations b
tween a minimum and a maximum value, over a typical per
of a few 105 yr, as is the case with Jupiter in our Solar Syste
These eccentricity oscillations would not completely inhibit t
FEB phenomenon: as shown in Beust and Morbidelli (1996)
confirmed by the simulation in Section 2.7 that includes the
fects of an additional Saturn-like planet, the FEB phenome
is activated roughly during the period thate′> 0.05. Then, con-
sidering a typical case where the planetary eccentricity h
sinusoidal oscillation betweene′ = 0 ande′ = 0.1, we would ex-
pect that the FEB process is active half of the time. In this ca
we would just be lucky (at a 50% level) to witness an act
phase today. If the maximum eccentricity is smaller than 0
the FEB process should be less frequently active; if it were
rarely active, the chance to observe it at the present time w
be small. Hence we may consider as reasonable a FEB ac
during 50% of the time over the age of the system. Assum
a clearing-out time of∼105 yr during activity, the resonanc
should have been refilled∼500 times since the formation of th
star (∼108 yr ago). At each of these times,∼40% ofM4:1 is con-
sumed by the FEB process. Therefore the total mass consu
by the FEB process over 108 yr results in

1.8 M⊕ ∼< Mconsumed∼< 18M⊕. (17)

These values are comparable to the mass existing in the dis
1 AU range, according to our estimates based on the collisi
model for resonance replenishment. This would imply that
FEB phenomenon has been able to remove a significant frac
of the mass of the primordial planetesimal disk. A similar situ
tion has probably occurred in the primordial asteroid belt dur
the early ages of the Solar System.

4.4. Collective Effects

According to the collisions model, the frequency of the FE
phenomenon seems therefore to require the planetesimal
mass density to be typically∼10M⊕ per astronomic unit. This
amount of mass is far from being negligible. It is then of va
able interest to investigate whether self-gravity effects may
fect the dynamics of the particles trapped within the resona
in particular inhibiting the secular increase of the eccentric

up to stellar-grazing values. Collective effects were of cou
not been taken into account in the simulations described h
ORBIDELLI
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as the FEBs were treated as negligible mass test particles
question of the collective particle behavior of a planetesim
disk near mean-motion resonances with a perturbing planet
analytically investigated by Hahnet al. (1995), although this
study was limited to Lindblad resonances, which for nea
Keplerian disks correspond to first-order mean-motion re
nances (m : (m± 1)), which is not the case here (4:1). The
basic conclusions should however at least qualitatively hold
higher order resonances.

According to their analysis, the main length scale of the c
lective response isr

√
2ε, where

ε = 2πGσ

3mrÄ2
= r M1

3mM∗
, (18)

whereM∗ is the mass of the star,r is the distance to the sta
σ is the mass density of the disk (M1= 2πrσ ), andÄ is the
circular angular velocity at distancer (related toM∗ by Kepler’s
third law). Numerically, withM1∼ 10M⊕ AU, we getε= 2.3×
10−5/m, and r

√
2ε' 2.7× 10−2/

√
m AU. Collective effects

are expected to occur provided the length scale exceeds
(i) the characteristic spacing among the bodies, which is t
cally

√
mparticle/σ , and (ii) the radial excursions of the particle

in the disk, i.e., 2a〈e〉 (Ward and Hahn 1998). Condition (i) i
easily fulfilled. In fact, assuming a typical planetesimal to ha
a 15-km radius, we obtain a spacing of 5.2× 10−4 AU, which is
smaller thanr

√
2ε. Condition (ii) implies that the typical eccen

tricity of the particles in the disk should be smaller than 0.00
This threshold value is irrealistically small. The existence
the FEB phenomenon implies that the mean eccentricity of
particles in the disk is of order 0.05, i.e., 15 times larger.
therefore conclude that the disk is too dynamically excited
carry density waves, so that collective effects can be comple
neglected.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have numerically investigated the dynam
of particles in mean-motion resonances with a jovian-like pla
as a potential source for the FEB phenomenon. The main re
are the following:

• The 4:1 mean-motion resonance is a very efficient sou
for FEBs. The dynamical properties of the simulated FE
match fairly well those deduced from previous observations
related modeling. Moreover, the mechanism appears robus
ward the presence of additional outer planets within theβ Pic
system.
• A population made of bodies larger than 10 km seems

ter suited to produce FEBs, than kilometer-sized bodies wh
should evaporate too quickly.
• The rare blueshifted events recently identified may be

plained by the presence of a terrestrial-like planet orbiting

rse
ere,
star inside the 4:1 resonance location. More data and statistics
about these blueshifted events are clearly needed in order to be
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more quantitative in the comparison between observations
simulations.
• The puzzling persistence of the FEB phenomenon at

present age of the star may be explained in a scenario w
accounts for the collisional injection of new bodies into the 4
resonance.

Unfortunately, our model on the origin of FEBs implies the e
istence of a too massive planetesimal disk in theβ Pic system
(from one to several tens of earth masses per astronomic u
This seems to be a weakness of the model. We do not bel
however, that this is enough to reject the model in its globa
As with most models, ours probably oversimplifies the real
In addition, several parameters are badly constrained, so
the final mass estimate could be possibly wrong (in either
rection) by an order of magnitude, if not more. To obtain mo
quantitative estimates, it would be necessary to perform a gl
simulation, taking into account both the dynamics and the
fects of close encounters and collisions, but this goes beyon
purpose of the present paper.

We stress, moreover, that no other model on the origin of FE
aroundβ Pic has ever been investigated in details compara
to those discussed in the present paper.
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